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Overcrowding is a relative natter. Rich passengers an. ocean 
liners are content to sleep in rooms much smaller than those allotted 
to their upper servants at hone, and nobody has ever suggested that 
the provisions of the Slums Act should be applied to railway trains.

Although we may measure our ideas of overcrowding bŷ  quotas of 
roons or space, all such measures are relative to assumptions as o 
the manner in which and purpose for which the rooms or space are o 
be used. An adult, wo may soy, must have at least ¥) square feet or 
free floor spaco —  in a house, that is; not on a train or in camp. 
In fact, to consider the matter further, not even in any and every 
kind of house, but in a houso of Western design occupied by a Western 
household following a Western way of life.

Fundamentally, overcrowding is a cultural, not a technical, con 
copt. All technical standards of overcrowding., quotas of space per 
human unit, aro projections of human standards of living. 
that wo cannot properly construct, understand, or apply, a stan 
overcrowding unless we relate it to the following human factors.

(a) the way in which the space is to be used the 
nannor of living of ihe persons concerned, their 
behaviour, habits, biotic and social actions,

(b) the purpose for which the space is to be used 
a norm of living for the persons concerned, a
the purpose for which the space is to be use 
a norm of living for the persons concerned, a 
criterion of health, comfort, decency, or o or 
aspcct of welfare.



(a) The significance of the manner of living in this connection has 
seldom received the explicit attention it merits although its importance 
as a matter of principle is often asserted in discussions of housing 
reform. A recent survey of the domestic circumstances and habits of 
English evacuees took as its motto the following quotation from Charles 
Booth:-

There are two distinct tasks: to raise the general level of 
existence, but especially at the bottom level, is one;  ̂to 
increase the proportion of those who know how to use arignt 
the means they have is another and even a greater, [women's 
Group on Public Welfare, v]

Fev/ writers, however, have attempted to analyse the concept of "right 
use or to discover whether there may possibly be more than one right use 
of dwelling space, possibly even a ■whole series of right kinds o± use 
related to different kinds of dwelling and different social systems. 
Certain commentators, it is true, have paved the way for such an approach 
by pointing out that the manners and customs of the comfortably-housed 
are not only far from being -the universal pattern but need not bo accep
ted as the universal ideal. Howard l&rshall, for instance, has thrown 
additional light on the question of "educating the slum dweller" by re
cording his assurance

that the standard of decency in the slums is very high ...
The mothers told me of their expedients for separating the 
grown-up children; how the men would undress in the dark 
or out on the stairs; how they would hang ourtain across 
their rooms, [liarshall, 26]

And again that
if the picture is to be authentic, it will show you kindly, 
decent, self-respecting, amazingly courageous people, living 
in conditions where you. and I would lose decency and self 
respect in a week. [l.arshall, 8]

But Carle C. Zimmerman stands out as one of the very few contemporary 
authorities on the sociology of housing who have explicitly emphasized 
the complementary nature of the relationship between habit and habitat. 
The ^soiTmost clearly illustrated by reference to sleeping accommo
dation:-

Probably seven hundred and fifty million people on this globe 
sleep under conditions where persons of different sexes and^ 
ages occupy the same room, some of whom have socially permitted 
hetero-soxual intercourse v/ith each other. In but relatively 
few of these families does sexual intercourse of the^socially 
non-pemdssible kind develop. One explanation of tnis is the 
effectiveness of social control by the family even under con
ditions of "bad housing". [Zimmerman, 162*.]

As Zimmerman himself elsewhere shows, it is unnecessary to go beyond 
the pale of Western Civilization to find cases in point. In a study of 
the people of tho Ozark Highland in north central Arkansas, Zbaaexm n 
found that each 100 homes had 1 bO bedrooms for the use of 570 persons.
His oeminent is illuminating;-

t
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At first sight these figures show room overcrowding, 
according to urban standards. Such overcrowding 
docs not seem to trouble the Highlander and does 
not seen to affect his health appreciably.
Highlander refuses to enlarge the house ° 

jTose figures need 
the Highland man and his node of li g 
interpretation. The major portion of the tine 
these people is spent out-of-doors. They 
use indoor space as nuch as ooher rura _ 
groups. Their nores permit the use of indoor 
roons by several members of the family « 
any of the customary "noral difficulties found 
in urban areas. A guest, when not ^ stranger, 
is allowed to occupy the sane roon 
and narried couples without stigraa. The Hig 
landers' conception of privacy isconsidervly 
different fron that of urban families. [ZiiJ.ion.ian
and Franpton, 198]

Hero vro nay seen to h a v e  encountered a of tho
a natter belonging rather to ^ ^ s^ cptcd ^oVT^athcr than that 
manner of living, our second p in  ̂t w i -̂ vi v ‘both concepts arcH t W i i c h  wo are at present concerned. I W b a M y doj ^  ^
involved. Tho Ozark Highlander is less ov attitudes
dwellers night be in the ^  himself and
and behaviour have been conditioned t nal conVCnience fron

tho « j t i ^ h o a l a o g ^ .  

~  -  —
dwellings exist.

The second point is one to which wo ^ust ^°^!^ted to support 
tho first is concerned, enoughhas Probably ;ororo-.,ain» or
tho contention that thoro can “  ^ M^ c r  V l i v i n S  of the 
its convcrso except in relation to uhe . of life
persons concerned. No general rocarnen a ^ ^  ^ H o d ,  but
of the Oxarlc Highlander or tho London s ^  thing universal 
only a warning against supposing ^hatth yfosterners whon
or inevitable in that at present followed by tnos
we regard as comfortably housed.

(b) Writers have often been S t^cftho
treatment of tho sccond set of relation p > Jh following
dwelling and the purposes it is intended to serve.
views aro typical:-

Desirable or optimin standards nay be ^r . ^,irvirl needs 
variety of ways: First, i*ith ^  for health, safety, convenience,̂ confo*r , 
privacy, economy, and develqpnent of niuiprivacy, -----v , -
character. [Ford, 652J.



Certain first principles, [decency, health, amenity, 
comfort, convenience, safety] which we may call vital 
standards, are common to almost all the new dwellings| 
from Stockholm to Liverpool. [Bauer, 141 ]
The house .... nay be built for privacy, for protection 
fron other human beings, for working comfort, for economy, 
for study purposes, or for entertaining. [Zimmerman, 141J
The most iirportant qualities in a house, summed up by 
Professor Kerr in his book, The Gentleman * s House, in 
1865, arc ’Privacy, Comfort, Convenience, Spaciousness, 
Salubrity, Aspect and Prospect, Cheerfulness and Elegance . 
[l&sAllister, 61]
tfhe chief functions of the house are to satisfy the needs 
of shelter, easing, sleeping, recreation, health, clean
liness, and beauty. In addition there are certain impor
tant needs, which .... come under the ideas of hospitality, 
privacy, servico, storage, and communication. [Beitram, 5 «J
The objectives of housing [have been defined as] the 
furnishing of healthful accomodations adequately provided 
with facilities for privacy and comfort, easily accessible 
to centers of employment, culture and amusement, accessible 
from tho centers of distribution of the food supply, 
rentable at reasonable rates, and yielding a fair return

Considerable though the measure of agreement in regard to this 
second of our two problems may be, this problem of the norm of living 
and its relationship to housing accomodation remains a subject^ or 
future research rather than for immediate consensus. A fortiori, e 
allied problem of the manner of living. For the present, we are reduced 
to work by rule of thumb, no very promising basis for the national 
Housing Policy to which so many hopes have been pinned.
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on the investment. [Aronovici, xii]
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